
Integrated Business Planning

Experts in Demand and Supply 
Planning Solutions

Netstock is a leader in supply and 
demand planning software and 
has earned the trust of over 2,200 
global customers. Delivering 
immediate ROI, Netstock provides 
small-to-medium businesses 
with enhanced visibility to free up 
working capital, adapt to market 
changes, and deliver outstanding 
customer service.

Accurately forecast demand, minimize stock-outs, and reduce 
inventory by more than 25%.

Unlock operating cash with intelligent supply 
and demand planning 

Minimize stock-outs

Forecast demand accurately

Place orders quicker

Save time on planning, 
forecasting and ordering 

Retain customers and
increase sales

Flexible demand planning
on your terms

Reduce excess stock

Release cash tied up
in excess inventory



  Inventory Forecasting 

◦ Automatically assign the best demand 
forecasting models for each item, customer, 
region, unit, price, cost, or margin

◦ Generate reliable sales forecasts, factoring in 
seasonality and trends

◦ Measure the impact of future stock 
projections on your inventory 
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  Supplier Performance

◦ Measure suppliers’ performance
◦ Monitor and improve lead times
◦ Automatically adjust safety stock levels

  Inventory Optimization

◦ Increased visibility with prioritized dashboard 
◦ Automatically classifies inventory 
◦ Efficiently replenish stock while reducing 

operating costs
◦ Create unlimited custom reports to focus on 

business operations

  Inventory Ordering

◦ Auto-generation of purchase orders, 
transfers, and production orders 

◦ Prioritize business-critical orders 
◦ Forward ordering and container optimization
◦ BOM functionality to optimize inventory levels, 

streamline demand planning, and enhance 
production scheduling

Key Features

Solution: Netstock Predictor IA

A premier out-the-box solution to optimize inventory planning

Two innovative solutions 
designed to meet your supply 
and demand needs



Tailored to meet your business needs 

Nestock Predictor IA offers three bundles

  Demand Planning

◦ Forecast by products, groups, sales 
channels, and key customers

◦ Flexible pivot hierarchies with product, 
region and channel dimensions

◦ Machine learning assisted causal 
forecasting capability 

◦ Forecast weekly or monthly

Solution: Netstock Predictor IBP

Advanced demand and supply planning functionality

Key Features

+ Single-view 
   Dashboard

+ Classification Matrix

+ Safety Stock

+ Forecasting and 
   Ordering

+ Opportunity EngineTM

+ Executive Dashboard

+ Supplier Performance

Essentials Advanced Commercial

+ Advanced 
   Forecasting

+ Stock Projection

+ Extended Planning 
   Horizon

+ Report Builder

+ Excess Redistribution

+ SSO

Essentials bundle plus... Advanced bundle plus...



  Capacity Planning

◦ Optimize production plans in monthly, weekly, 
or even daily time periods

◦ Level loading to optimize capacity utilization 
with seasonal or irregular demand and/or 
supply 

◦ Scenario-based alignment of sales, 
production, procurement, and financial plans 

  Sales & Operations Planning 

◦ Alignment of sales, operations, procurement, 
and finance

◦  Reporting and interactive dashboards
◦  Alignment of strategic, tactical, and 

operational timeframes

+++

These modules enable robust and agile S&OP planning processes for your business. 
Each module can be purchased stand-alone or as a bundle

Netstock Predictor IBP offers three modules 

+ Single-view 
   Dashboard

+ Classification Matrix

+ Safety Stock

+ Forecasting and 
   Ordering

+ Opportunity EngineTM

+ Executive Dashboard

+ Supplier Performance

Demand Planner Expert Supply Planner Expert Capacity Planner Expert

+ Pivot Forecasting® for 
   flexible aggregation 
   and disaggregation
   along any combination
   of product, channel,
   and geographic
   attributes

+ Advanced functionality
   for new products,
   promotions and events

+ Forecast performance
   monitoring and
   reporting

+ Scalable, multi-level
   MRP/DRP

+ Time-phased production
   and procurement
   planning

+ Segmentation analysis
   using ABC, forecastibility,
   veloocity, and other
   characteritics

+ Exception management,
   aged inventory lot
   tracking and other
   batching

+ Optimized production
   and sourcing
   assignments

+ Level loading to 
   optimize capacity
   utilization with seasonal
   or irregular demand 
   and/or supply

+ ++ +++
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Learn more about Pivot Forecasting®
Netstock enhances data in your ERP

Netstock integrates with over 60 global ERPs, automatically processing data to rapidly 
deliver smart demand and supply recommendations.

Fully operational in 90 days or less. 
On average, the software pays for itself 
within the first few weeks of use. 
Experience continued ROI by adjusting 
planning based on market changes 
leading to improved customer service, 
and increased profitability. 

The Netstock difference: Prioritizing the customer first

ISO 27001 certified: Our ISO 27001 certification guarantees data integrity, 
reinforcing our commitment to protecting our customers' data.

Tailored onboarding experience: Seamless onboarding and personalized 
customer success support. Users learn at their own pace with 24/5 support.

Premier learning academy: The Netstock Learning Academy leverages decades 
of industry expertise to aid users in ongoing learning.

For more information visit www.netstock.com

Experience ongoing ROI


